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Titles unfurl in blackness.  BOOM!  THUNDER RUMBLES.  
LIGHTENING CRACKS.  BELLS TOLL.  

Unable to see any imminent danger, we become agitated - a 
feeling of angst swells.

FADE INTO:

INT. CHURCH - DAY

Sunlight gleans through stained glass windows, bouncing off 
cathedral ceilings and sprawling down onto wooden pews.

NORMAN BOGGAN, a fervid man in his early twenties dressed in 
a marine corps uniform, steps into the church, kneels before 
a votive rack and lights a single candle.  

NORMAN
(mumbles)

Our father, whom art in heaven, 
hollowed be thy name...

A hand reaches out and rests upon Norman’s shoulder.  Norman 
turns to look up at FATHER O’KEEFE - a priest in his mid 
forties, wearing a white and gold vestment.

FATHER O’KEEFE
In lieu of worry... we pray, give 
thanks and find peace.

NORMAN
I pray that the enemy has found the 
same peace.

FATHER O’KEEFE
And if not?

NORMAN
Then I pray they go gently.

EXT. HIKING TRAIL - DAY

American soldiers, in sportswear, vigorously jog along a 
path.  CHANTING.  GRUNTING.  MAKING NOISE.  Among them, 
Norman Boggan. They come to a stop.  Norman stands in front 
of them.

NORMAN
What do we do?



SOLDIERS
We fight!

NORMAN
Who do we fight for?

SOLDIERS
America!

NORMAN
What do we die for?

SOLDIERS
Freedom!

Norman salutes the soldiers in front of him.  A few separate 
from the crowd, roll flags then place them into nylon 
carrying bags.

INT. BOGGAN HOME/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Meet the Boggan family.  CHRISTY BOGGAN - Norman’s wife, a 
Malaysian woman in her mid twenties, short, petite but 
physically fit and MONA DOMINQUEZ - her mother, (50), also 
petite and Malaysian.  

Their five year old, RYAN sits in front of the television and 
their infant daughter ELIZABETH sleeps in a nearby bassinet.

NORMAN
(to Mona)

I’m re-enlisting! 
I’m not going to change my mind so 
stop bitching!

MONA
(thick Malaysian accent)

You’re selfish!  She needs help 
with the kids.  They--

Norman CLAPS LOUDLY.  

CHRISTY
(afraid he’ll wake the baby)
Sh...

NORMAN
I thought that’s why you moved in?  
If you’re not going to help her... 
why are you here?

Christy’s massaging her temples.
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MONA
(to Christy in Tagalog 
with subtitles)

I tried to warn you.  He’s a mutt.  

NORMAN
What?

CHRISTY
Nothing.  She’s just worried about 
you.

MONA
Pst...

Mona storms out the room.

NORMAN
You understand... right?

CHRISTY
I do.  No worries.  We’ll be right 
here when you get back.

He kisses Christy on the forehead.

NORMAN
I love you.

EXT. A SKY - MORNING

Clouds loom. 

No, wait.  That’s not sky.  It’s smoke, dust, debris mixing 
and hovering in the air after each EXPLOSION along a narrow 
worn torn city street.  

NORMAN (V.O.)
Mayday! Mayday!

Shrouded in fog, apartment buildings lean defying gravity.  
More BLASTS.

NORMAN (V.O.)
Longitude... 36.2021° North. 
Latitude... 37.1343° East. 

EXT. ROOFTOP - CONTINUOUS

The snowballing of explosives erupt and creep into our ears.  
SIRENS TOLL.  More BLASTS.  There’s a SCUFFLING OF FEET.  
CRYING.  SCREAMING. 
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BOOM! A flash of red fire.  A billow of smoke.  HISSING -- a 
bazooka shell jets out.  

Crouched on the ground, a lone GUNMAN, cradling the bazooka 
on his shoulder.  His face hidden.  His clothes dusty and 
indiscriminate.  

GUNMAN 
(in Arabic with subtitles)

Hurry!  Another!  Another!

VOICES (O.S.)
Here! Here!

The gunman’s hand disappears into thick smog filled air.  
Seconds later, Metal CLANKS, he’s reloading. 

GUNMAN
(still in Arabic and 
subtitles)

Fire in the hole!

BOOM!  Then a steady stream of bullets zing past the Gunman 
and straight for the...

INT. BUILDING ACROSS THE STREET - CONTINUOUS

American soldiers scramble, through smoke, to take cover.  
They don’t make it; they’re dropping like flies.  All 
except...

SERGEANT NORMAN BOGGAN, 20ish, in full combat gear, leaping 
from rooftop to rooftop.  Dodging bullets.  Ducking and 
knocking down clothing hung from laundry lines.  He dashes 
behind a 

WALL

He hugs the wall then peeps around to get a fix on the enemy. 
He fires back.  BANG! BANG! BANG! 

NORMAN 
Take that, motherfucker!

He fires again.  This time nothing.  He’s out of ammo.  

NORMAN (CONT’D)
Fuck!

A long moment of disturbing silence. 
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EXT. ROOFTOP - CONTINUOUS

P.O.V. OF GUNMAN THROUGH GUN SCOPE

Then, piercing the silence, 

GUNMAN
There! Over there! Hurry!  Hurry!

Another loud BOOM!  The roof IMPLODES.  Shards of cement and 
body parts fling through the air.  The soldier falls through 
the roof. 

POP! POP! POP! More bullets spin around the soldier from all 
directions now.  He’s pinned.  Norman tries to radio for 
help.  

NORMAN 
Mayday! Mayday!  

The SOUNDS of war are drowning him out.

NORMAN (CONT'D)

Under attack.  Send back up! Now, 
god damn it!

KLANK! A bullet tears through his two-way and into his cheek.  
Norman falls backward, dropping it into the rubble. 
Struggling, he reaches for the radio.  

The CLAP of artillery quickens.  Pop! Pop! Pop! Norman’s 
riddled with bullets.  He loses consciousness.  Blood oozes 
onto strewn laundry.  

SLAM TO TITLE:

AMERICAN VET.
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